Fall 2014 Adjunct Survey Results

36 Senators responded
All Colleges except one had multiple responses- the numbers are small enough that reporting by college might end anonymity so unless requested I will leave that out- naturally we had many versions of Y or N so what follows is my best guess- remember I said this was “science”- an X was no response

1. Can your department find enough “qualified” adjuncts in the local market?
   \[Y = 28, N = 7, X = 1\]

2. Is the pay rate of $2800 per class sufficient to draw the pool of qualified adjuncts you need? (do not confuse this with your beliefs about the adequacy of the rate- rather this asks if the amount is enough to get a qualified applicant pool)
   \[Y = 21, N = 14, X = 1\]

3. Do adjuncts teach upper division courses in your degree offerings?
   \[Y = 19, N = 15, X = 2\]

4. Would you support a differentiated pay scale for adjuncts based on market demand?
   \[Y = 20, N = 15, X = 1\]